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Instructions  : 
 
1. Find a one-page English article from online magazine/newspaper/news website (the topic is one of 
the followings: technology, education, finance, food, health, entertainment, sport, travel, lifestyle, 
or of your own choice). 
2. Identify any form of inflections, derivations, and compounding in the article (make sure to 
underline the inflections, circle the derivation, and highlight the compounding with bright color). 
3. Analyze your findings (inflections, derivations, and compounding) and distribute the data into: 
a. Inflectional processes analysis table 
b. Morphemes analysis (tree-diagram) of the derivations  
c. Derivational processes analysis table 
d. Compounding analysis table    
4. Submit the result of your analysis (article which has been identified and analyzed must be enclosed) 
  
Inflectional processes analysis table 
No Inflectional form Lexeme  Suffix  Suffix function  Grammatical words explanation 
      
      
 
Derivational processes analysis table  
No Derivational form Affixes  Derivational processes  Possible meanings 
     
     
 







Blends  Acronyms  Combining 
Forms 
Phrasal Words 
        
        
 
 
 
 
****GOOD LUCK**** 
